At the heart of America’s conception of its criminal justice system sits the right to a fair trial. Part of this right is a right to effective assistance of counsel.¹ But the overwhelming majority of defendants never see trial; guilty pleas structure their experience of criminal adjudication.² In Hill v. Lockhart,³ the Supreme Court clarified that effective assistance protects these defendants’ trial rights too: if a reasonable probability exists that a defendant who pled guilty would have insisted on trial but for his lawyer’s deficient performance, he is entitled to reversal.⁴ Recently, in Williams v. Jones,⁵ the Tenth Circuit addressed the opposite situation. It asked whether a defendant suffers prejudice when a lawyer’s deficient performance leads him to face a fair trial rather than accept a plea bargain with a shorter sentence.⁶ In finding prejudice,⁷ the Tenth Circuit reached the right result, but its cursory analysis failed to explain sufficiently which interests effective assistance protects in plea bargaining, leaving unrebutted the dissent’s powerful argument that fair trials, as the “gold standard” of adjudication, vitiate concerns about fairness and reliability during plea bargaining.⁸ The best explanation for Williams requires recognizing the right Williams lost through his attorney’s deficient performance: the right to make autonomous choices. Given the longer sentences that modern criminal adjudication imposes on defendants who choose trial and lose, effective assistance is necessary to ensure that this choice, like the choice to accept a plea bargain, is voluntary and intelligent.

In 1997, a gunman killed Larry Durrett in his home.⁹ Michael Williams, charged with the crime, wanted to accept the prosecution’s offer
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of a ten-year sentence in return for a guilty plea to second-degree murder. Williams was convicted of first-degree murder and sentenced to life without parole. On direct appeal, the Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals (OCCA) held that both deficient performance and prejudice — the two elements required to show ineffective assistance under Strickland v. Washington — were present. It modified his sentence to life with the possibility of parole, the state’s lowest punishment for first-degree murder, because it found that state law permitted no greater remedy. The federal district court denied habeas relief. The Tenth Circuit granted a certificate of appealability limited to the remedy’s adequacy. The circuit court reversed and remanded. In a per curiam opinion joined by Judges Kelly and McConnell, the court focused on the underlying substantive issue — how Strickland’s prejudice prong applies to rejected pleas — rather than on the remedy per se, reasoning that the remedy’s adequacy depended on the underlying right. The court found that Williams’s lawyer performed deficiently by advising Williams that he would perjure himself by accepting the plea, and by threatening to withdraw. The court then identified prejudice in the fact that “had [Williams] been adequately counseled, there is a reasonable probability that he would have accepted the plea offer and limited his exposure to ten years.” The court rejected two contrary arguments. First, it held that a later fair trial does not “vitiates the prejudice from the constitutional violation,” relying principally on federal courts’ consensus on the point and treating it as an unremarkable application of Hill’s standard for accepted plea bargains. Second, the court rejected the suggestion that Williams could not show prejudice
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because the state could have withdrawn the offer and Williams thus lacked a legal entitlement. The court reasoned that Williams had a right to accept the offer as long as it was open and that he “was entitled to the effective assistance of counsel during plea negotiations, including the decision whether to accept or reject the plea offer.”

Finally, the court dismissed the suggestion that state law governed the remedy, concluding that “any correction for a federal constitutional violation must be consistent with federal law.” It remanded for briefing on an appropriate remedy.

In a lengthy dissent, Judge Gorsuch argued that “due process guarantees a fair trial, not a good bargain,” and complained that the majority allowed Williams both to benefit from the offer and to test the prosecution’s case at trial. In his view, the majority conflated Strickland’s deficient performance and prejudice prongs by holding essentially that “the lawyer’s bad advice (deficient performance) deprives the client of a right to good advice (prejudice).” He saw Hill as applying only to mistaken decisions to plead guilty, reasoning that in such cases the defendant waives the “right to test the government’s evidence at trial”; a rejected plea, by contrast, “is a waiver of nothing; it is an invocation of the constitutional right to a trial, and it is effective whether or not it is made knowingly and voluntarily.”

Judge Gorsuch argued that the Constitution is implicated “only [by] the procedure that deprives the defendant of his liberty.” Because a fair trial imprisoned Williams, the lost plea was irrelevant.

For Judge Gorsuch, this interpretation protected both reliability and fairness: “A fair trial’s outcome is as reliable an outcome as we can hope to achieve. And because the plea bargain is a matter of prosecutorial grace, not a matter of legal entitlement, a defendant who loses the chance for a deal cannot be said to have been treated unfairly.” Judge Gorsuch criticized the federal circuits reaching the opposite re-
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sult as either failing to offer adequate reasons or similarly conflating performance and prejudice;\(^{36}\) he preferred the analysis in several state cases\(^{37}\) and an abrogated Seventh Circuit decision\(^{38}\) and pointed out that the Supreme Court had granted certiorari, later vacated as moot, on the issue.\(^{39}\) Finally, Judge Gorsuch noted that the majority had left the remedy question unresolved. He argued that the difficulty in fashioning a remedy reflected the absence of any substantive right: because the prosecutor could have withdrawn the offer, requiring specific performance would put Williams in a better position than before the lawyer’s deficient performance and would either require “assum[ing] control of [Oklahoma’s] executive prerogatives”\(^{40}\) or leave the state free to revoke the offer immediately.\(^{41}\)

Williams is both easy and hard to explain — easy because the lawyer made a mistake that hurt his client, hard because the majority neither answered the dissent’s argument that the trial is the “gold standard”\(^{42}\) of fairness and reliability, nor identified a legal entitlement that the defendant lost. And to the dissent’s objections, another can be added: additional punishment is not always prejudicial under Supreme Court precedent. Courts and commentators often interpret Hill as suggesting that defendants cannot prevail merely by claiming that they accepted a worse deal because of their lawyers’ deficient performance,\(^{43}\) though courts are not unanimous.\(^{44}\) Ultimately, however, Williams is correct under technical Strickland reasoning, but it becomes normatively compelling only if one recognizes that effective assistance protects defendants’ right to make autonomous choices.
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Doctrinally, the first step to understanding Williams is recognizing that the Strickland analysis in this case focuses on the plea process rather than the trial. Strickland defined prejudice as “a reasonable probability that, but for counsel’s unprofessional errors, the result of the proceeding would have been different.” Hill made clear that plea bargaining is a separate Strickland “proceeding”: it asked whether “counsel’s constitutionally ineffective performance affected the outcome of the plea process.” Bad lawyering affected the process here: Williams pled not guilty to the original charge instead of guilty to a lesser charge. This focus on the plea process makes the later trial irrelevant.

This analysis does not depend on whether Williams had a legal entitlement to the bargain. In United States v. Gonzalez-Lopez, the Supreme Court declared that counsel can be ineffective if “his mistakes have harmed the defense.” To be sure, the Supreme Court has been less than pellucid on the interests that ineffectiveness doctrine protects, and the prevalence of sweeping language cutting in opposite directions allowed the Williams majority and dissent to talk past one another. Even so, the decisive point against Judge Gorsuch’s argument is that, if it prevailed, defendants would lack an enforceable right to counsel during plea negotiations in cases that go to trial, despite consensus that plea bargaining is a “critical stage” to which the right to counsel applies. Moreover, in the cases most strongly supporting Judge Gor-
such’s requirement for a legal entitlement, the defendant claimed prejudice based on the lawyer’s failure to obtain something that the law forbade — not, as here, on the lawyer’s interference with a lawful choice. In *Lockhart v. Fretwell*, the petitioner sought relief based on his lawyer’s failure to make an objection available under then-current circuit precedent, which the circuit overturned in the interim. Had the objection been made and sustained, the defendant would have benefited from a legal error. In *Nix v. Whiteside*, the Court found no prejudice when a lawyer refused to help him perjure himself.

More fundamentally, Williams did lose an entitlement, and one that the Supreme Court has identified as foundational: his right to make the critical choices for his defense. The Court has protected this autonomy right in other aspects of the defense, such as choice of counsel, the right to self-representation, and the right to appeal.

Given modern realities, the decision to reject a plea bargain merits similar protection. Current doctrine recognizes that completed plea bargains implicate defendants’ autonomy. In *Brady v. United States*, the Supreme Court first sanctioned plea bargaining’s basic trade — certain punishment in return for a lesser sentence. For such bargains to be valid, however, the Court required that the defendant’s admissions be “not only . . . voluntary but . . . knowing, intelligent acts done with sufficient awareness of the relevant circumstances and likely consequences.” The Court emphasized that “an intelligent assessment of the relative advantages of pleading guilty is frequently impossible without the assistance of an attorney.”

*Brady*’s requirements, of course, apply formally only to accepted pleas, as Judge Gorsuch correctly noted. However, if plea bargaining
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is justifiable partly as an exercise of defendants’ autonomy to enter into free exchanges with prosecutors, it makes little sense to protect this autonomy only when exercised in one direction. Given how plea bargaining has reshaped criminal adjudication, there is strong justification for treating voluntariness and intelligence as requirements attaching to the choice between trial and plea.

Since Brady’s endorsement, plea bargains have come to dominate criminal adjudication, and they have reshaped the system. Modern criminal adjudication compels defendants to choose between certain punishment through plea or a longer sentence after potential conviction at trial, with the system likely built partly to encourage pleas. If legislatures and prosecutors believe that five years is the “right” sentence for a charge, the most efficient approach may be for legislatures to authorize fifteen years and for prosecutors to offer five years for guilty pleas. The sheer quantitative differences in punishment are daunting: A study using Pennsylvania data found that defendants accused of violent crimes who faced jury trials were 2.7 times more likely to be imprisoned and received 57% longer sentences than those who pled guilty. Other studies have also shown striking differences. In the face of how criminal adjudication actually works, Judge Gorsuch’s rhetorically powerful insistence on the trial as the “gold standard” of fairness and reliability acquires an air of unreality. If the trial is the gold standard, it carries a correspondingly hefty price tag.

Given this price, ineffective assistance doctrine is necessary to protect autonomous choice for defendants who reject plea bargains, as
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well as for those who accept them. In Williams, “the lawyer, rather than the client, effectively decided whether or not to accept [the plea]”\(^{72}\) by threatening to withdraw if Williams accepted it. In this way, the deficient performance that Williams alleged is typical in its extremity: almost all such claims involve lawyers who give incorrect information\(^{73}\) or fail to communicate an offer at all.\(^{74}\)

In the end, the Williams result gains normative weight only if one recognizes that effective assistance protects defendants’ autonomous choice to plead guilty or not guilty. Federal courts’ consensus on the Williams result\(^{75}\) suggests that they, too, sense the important interest at stake. But recognizing autonomous choice explicitly — in effect, extending Brady’s requirements to rejected pleas — has implications beyond placing the Williams result on stronger theoretical footing. If the denial of autonomous choice constitutes prejudice, it is not clear why the deficient performance prong should be satisfied only by such gross incompetence or active denials of choice as the one in Williams.

Facing a criminal justice system designed to encourage pleas and punish decisions to go to trial, defendants confront several obstacles to sound choices. One is informational: defendants will likely know neither the “going rate” for pleas nor the probable post-trial sentence. Another is psychological: cognitive biases such as undue optimism and excessive discounting of future losses from imprisonment render defendants more likely to insist on trial than rational choice would suggest.\(^{76}\) Repeat offenders and young men, two of the largest groups in the criminal justice system, are likely to be less risk averse with respect to imprisonment, exacerbating these biases.\(^{77}\) These obstacles suggest that defendants will make predictably bad decisions with momentous consequences. Good lawyering can help: experienced lawyers know the going rates, and their advice can counteract cognitive biases.\(^{78}\) But although Williams’s prejudice holding ensures that lawyers cannot actively interfere with defendants’ choices, it stops far short of ensuring legal advice that can surmount those systemic obstacles and help defendants make more fully autonomous choices.
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